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 NEXT MEETINGS 
 
JUNE 5, Friday at 7:30 p.m.  Willow Recreation Center 
3600 Lexington Drive at Algonquin Road, Hoffman Estates  
NSA member Mark Christensen will present "The Birth of the 
Moon."  Our moon appears to be a unique object in the solar system. 
Compared to its primary (Earth) it is larger than any other satellite 
and has and will have a greater influence on its primary rotational 
period. This  talk explores the history of the various theories about 
how our Moon formed and concludes with a discussion of the 
currently favored theory of the formation of the Earth-Moon system. 
 

JULY 3, Friday at 7:30 p.m.  Willow Recreation Center 
Gary Ross of the Grand Rapids Amateur Astronomical Association 
will present "The Rehabilitation of Percival Lowell."  Ask any 
astronomer what Percival Lowell did and you'll probably hear that he 
was fixated on finding canals on Mars.  But there was much more to 
the long astronomical career of this famous American than that.  He 
made many important contributions to astronomy equipment, 
astronomical methods, and the public awareness of astronomy, which 
this presentation will discuss. 
  
The URL to access our home page:                http://www.nsaclub.org 
NSA private features are on Yahoo groups, to join the club’s 
Yahoo discussion group: 
visit http://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/NSAClub/info  
Facebook:  https://www.facebook.com/nsaclub.org 
 
Thanks to President Mel Robinson for his editorial remarks and observing 
notes, Jim Ammeson for the minutes of the May 1, 2015 meeting, Ryan 
Kyle for the observing schedule, and Alan Birkner for the May 28, 2015 
Treasurer's report.  NASA provides the monthly feature.   
 

After the meeting, the club will return to Rosati's at 1770 W. Wise Road, 
Schaumburg, IL 60193, phone 847-891-5151.   
 
See you Friday,  
Edith 

 
Northwest Suburban Astronomers is a not-for-profit corporation 
chartered by the State of Illinois “to cultivate, foster and promote 
interest and participation in astronomy.” 
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FROM OUR PRESIDENT …    Mel Robinson 
 Here we are in the supposedly warmer months of the 
year.  Today, while working outside, I noticed that I could 
see my breath.  Oh well, it was warm a few days ago, and 
it will be warm again in a few days.  The altogether too 
few warm and clear nights we have had in late spring and 
early summer have provided observing opportunities.  I 
hope each of you has taken advantage of at least one clear 
night in recent weeks. 
 We have had two spring publics in May.  The DeKalb 
County public held at Afton Forest Preserve was clouded 
out.  Six brave club members came out anyway.  Three of 
those members even set up telescopes and scanned the 
skies for any openings.  One person showed up from the 
public.  Clouds or not, our astronomers love to talk 
astronomy, so the individual who came looking for 
astronomy received a lot of information and attention. 
 The public a week later for McHenry County was held 
at Marengo Ridge.  A larger group of astronomers came 
out as did a larger group of public, even with forecasts of 
cloudy night skies.  Between our club members and the 
public, we filled the parking lot at Marengo Ridge.  The 
clouds and haze gave way to clear skies, and we all 
enjoyed some nice views, pleasant conversations, and 
enthusiastic visitors.    By my count (which could be off), 
we had 14 club members, and about 15 – 18 visitors from 
the public. 
 To the club members who came out to these publics, 
and to those who have done so in the past, thank you.  It is 
by your efforts that reports of our good work goes back to 
the park district headquarters and we are, in return, 
provided access to the county sites.  Let’s hope for clearer 
skies in the fall, and an even bigger turn out for the fall 
publics. 
 At last month’s meeting, I announced that the 
challenge object for the month is M5.  Also known as NGC 
5904, this globular cluster of stars in the constellation 
Serpens.  It is one of the largest globular clusters known, at 
a diameter of 165 light years.  It is also one of the older 
globular clusters at an age of about 13 billion years.  
Distance estimates are between 24,500 light years and 
26,000 light years from us.  It was a popular observing 
target at the Marengo public, and was easily resolved into 
individual stars.  In the larger aperture scopes, there 
appeared a number of brighter stars in the halo in front of 
and around the central core, providing a sense of depth as 
we peered into the busy star cluster.  I hope many of you 
have had a chance to see it, whether in binoculars or in a 
telescope. 
 I’ve been asked for the next observing challenge.  We 
will also announce the next object at the June meeting, but 
for those of you who have read this far, the June observing 
challenge is the double star Xi Boötis.  Xi Boötis is also 
referred to as 37 Boötis, or ∑1888 and is located a short 
distance east of Arcturus.  This is actually a quadruple star 
system with the AB pair being the brighter of the stars at 
magnitudes 4.7 and 7.  They are separated by 6.6 arc 
seconds, so your scope will require some magnification to 
separate them.  They orbit each other every 152 years.  The 
two main stars of this system are described by different 

observers as yellow and reddish-orange, clear yellow and 
reddish purple, and another observer has them as yellow or 
orange and red purple.   What colors do you see?  Can you 
find any other members of this multi-star system.  If this 
double star is too close for your telescope or if the seeing 
conditions are such that separating the two stars is not 
possible, our fall back object is globular cluster M3.   
 The challenge objects are being presented as 
challenges to get us out and observing this month, 
particularly if it has been a while.  I hope you find them 
interesting.  
 
 

CLUB GENERAL INFORMATION 
Annual dues are $25 for individuals or families and $15 for 
students (under 18) payable each calendar year. 
 
Visit the club’s website at www.nsaclub.org.   
 
Receive your newsletter by e-mail and help save costs.  
Contact Edith Auchter to sign up at auchfam@comcast.net 
 
Get a discount on your Sky and Telescope and/or 
Astronomy Magazine by subscribing or renewing through 
the club.  Sky and Telescope - $32.95/year:  To renew, 
send your renewal notice (or at least the customer number 
from your mailing label) and a check made out to SKY 
PUBLISHING for $32.95.  Astronomy - $34.00/1 year or 
$60.00 for 2 years.  To renew, also send your renewal 
notice or customer number. Kalmbach requires us to send a 
club check for subscriptions, so make your check to 
Northwest Suburban Astronomers.  Contact Alan Birkner 
at alanbettina@sbcglobal.net or 847-375-0348.  
 
Club members may rent the club’s travel telescope for 
$10 per month.  Contact Mark De Smet for details at  
marknsa@mreg.fief.org or 847-490-8845.  
 
The NSA is a member society of the Astronomical League. 
Visit http://www.astroleague.org/ for information on the  
observing award programs. 
 
 

 
 

Treasurer's Report 
Alan Birkner 
May 28, 2015 
 
Beginning Balance  $8,961.98 
  
Income  
  Membership Dues       315.83 
  
Expenses  
  Celestial Log         15.06 
  Membership nametags/ supplies       753.86 
   
Ending Balance  $8,508.89 
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OBSERVING DATES  
June 12-14 Afton 
June 19-20 Marengo Ridge 
June 26-27 Coral Woods 
July 10-11 Marengo Ridge 
July 17-19 Afton 
August 7-17 Wildcat Mt. State Park 
August 8 PUBLIC @ Wildcat 
October 1 and 9 PUBLIC @ libraries 
 
Observing Notes – June 2015 
 Venus and Jupiter move to a conjunction during the 
month of June.  At the beginning of the month, the bright 
planets are 20 degrees apart.  By the end of June, Venus 
and Jupiter are 20 arc minutes apart (less than the diameter 
of the full Moon).  This conjunction is the first of three 
conjunctions of these two planets this year.  The second 
conjunction is on July 31 and the third conjunction is on 
October 26.  Next summer, the planets will have 
conjunction reaching a close spacing of 4 arc minutes. 
 A double shadow transit of Jupiter’s moons occurs on 
June 3.  Venus passes by the Beehive Cluster – M44 on 
June 4. 
 Saturn has reached opposition in May and is at a 
higher altitude during the evenings of June.  The rings are 
tilted at 24 degrees, near their maximum, and span 42 arc 
seconds in the eyepiece.  Saturn’s moon Titan is at 8 
magnitude.  Look for fainter Saturnian moons Tethys, 
Dione, and Rhea at magnitude 10 and Enceladus at 
magnitude 12. 
 Neptune and Uranus are in the eastern skies before 
dawn.  The Moon occults Uranus on June 11.  Pluto is in 
the teaspoon asterism of the teapot of Sagittarius. 
 The summer peak for viewing Mercury is on the 
morning of June 24, low in the east before dawn. 
 The June Booted meteor shower is predicted to peak 
the night of June 27.  These meteors enter the atmosphere 
relatively slowly.  The radiant is in the northern portion of 
the constellation Bootes. 
 More and more meteor showers are being identified.  
In June 2015, the predicted meteor displays include: Tau 
Herculid meteors on June 3, Alpha Circinid meteors on 
June 4, Scorpiid meteors on June 5, Arietid meteors on 
June 7, Zeta Perseid meteors on June 7, Librid meteors on 
June 8, Sagittarid meteors on June 11, Theta Ophiuciid 
meteors on June 20, Corvid meteors on June 26, Beta 
Taurid meteors on June 29, and June Draconid meteors on 
June 30.  
 Asteroids for viewing during June include Pallas, 
which is at opposition on June 11; Herculina, Eunomia, as 
well as minor planets Ceres and Vesta. 
 Comets to look for during June include Comet C/2014 
Q2 (Lovejoy) in Ursa Minor and Comet 88/P Howell in 
Cetus.   
 The full Moon is on June 2, the last quarter is June 9, 
the new Moon is June 16, and the first quarter is June 24.  
The summer solstice is on June 21. 
 June 4th is the 2795th anniversary of the first recorded 
total solar eclipse, by Chinese astronomers in 780 BCE. 

Minutes of the May 1, 2015 Meeting 
Jim Ammeson, Secretary 
 56 people present 
 At 7:35, Mark Christensen (VP of Programs) opened 
the meeting and introduced the speaker, Dave Meyer from 
Northwestern University.  His program was called, 
“Exploring the Universe with the Hubble Space 
Telescope.”  He also discussed the James Webb Space 
Telescope.  At 8:29, the floor was open for questions. 
 After questions were concluded, Mel Robinson 
(President), welcomed everyone to the meeting.  
Astronomy Day was discussed.  It was cloudy but there 
was still a good turn out; 52 club members attended and 
roughly 525 public.  Ryan Kyle (VP of Observing) gave 
the observing report. 
 Mel asked who had gone out to see last month's 
observing challenge: The Beehive Cluster.  There was a 
discussion about who went out to observe it.  May's 
Challenge Object is the M5 globular cluster.  Mel asked if 
there were any visitors.  Three groups/families were there, 
some of which were at Astronomy Day.  The previous 
month's minutes passed.  The membership dues are due.  A 
new membership list is being made and anyone who hasn't 
renewed will not be on it. 
 Mark Christensen retook the floor and announced the 
next few month's presentations, including the next month's: 
The History of the Moon, given by himself. 
 Mel Robinson informed the club that a committee will 
be formed to plan a trip to see the 2017 solar eclipse.  If 
you are interested, you should contact him. 
 At 9:00, the meeting was adjourned. 
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This article was provided by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 

California Institute of Technology, under a contract with the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration.  NASA created the Space Place 
program to give the public the opportunity to explore the space program's 
technological advancements and delve into its discoveries.   The Space 
Place program has a Web site aimed at children but equally as fun and 
educational for adults.  We invite you to explore the web site at 
http://spaceplace.nasa.gov 

 
The "G" in GOES Is What Makes It Go   

Ethan Siegel 
 Going up into space is the best way to view the 
universe, eliminating all the distortionary effects of 
weather, clouds, temperature variations and the 
atmosphere's airflow all in one swoop. It's also the best 
way, so long as you're up at high enough altitudes, to view 
an entire 50 percent of Earth all at once. And if you place 
your observatory at just the right location, you can observe 
the same hemisphere of Earth continuously, tracking the 
changes and behavior of our atmosphere for many years. 
 The trick, believe it or not, was worked out by Kepler 
some 400 years ago! The same scientist who discovered 
that planets orbit the sun in ellipses also figured out the 
relationship between how distant an object needs to be 
from a much more massive one in order to have a certain 
orbital period. All you need to know is the period and 
distance of one satellite for any given body, and you can 
figure out the necessary distance to have any desired 
period. Luckily for us, planet Earth has a natural satellite—
the moon—and just from that information, we can figure 
out how distant an artificial satellite would need to be to 
have an orbital period that exactly matches the length of a 
day and the rotational speed of Earth. For our world, that 
means an orbital distance of 42,164 km (26,199 miles) 
from Earth's center, or 35,786 km (22,236 miles) above 
mean sea level. 
 We call that orbit geosynchronous or geostationary, 
meaning that a satellite at that distance always remains 
above the exact same location on our world. Other 
effects—like solar wind, radiation pressure and the 
moon—require onboard thrusters to maintain the satellite's 
precisely desired position above any given point on Earth's 
surface. While geostationary satellites have been in use 
since 1963, it was only in 1974 that the Synchronous 
Meteorological Satellite (SMS) program began to monitor 
Earth's weather with them, growing into the Geostationary 
Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) program the 
next year. For 40 years now, GOES satellites have 
monitored the Earth's weather continuously, with a total of 
16 satellites having been launched as part of the program.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To the delight of NASA (and Ghostbusters) fans 
everywhere, GOES-R series will launch in 2016, with 
thrice the spectral information, four times the spatial 
resolution and five times the coverage speed of its 
predecessors, with many other improved capabilities. Yet  
it's the simplicity of gravity and the geostationary "G" in 
GOES that gives us the power to observe our hemisphere 
all at once, continuously, and for as long as we like! 
 

 
 
Image credit: National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, 
of the first image ever obtained from a GOES satellite. This 
image was taken from over 22,000 miles (35,000 km) above the 
Earth's surface on October 25, 1975. 

 
 
 
  

  


